
Woolies World Quilt 41"x 52"

Cut 5 strips 6½" wide.
Cut into 126 
1½"  x 6½" rectangles

Cut 5 strips 4½" wide.
Cut into 126 
1½"  x 4½" rectangles

cut strips 4½" wide in green and pink fabrics

cut one 4½" strip
cut into 8 squares

cut one 4½" strip
cut into 9 squares

cut one 4½" strip
cut into 8 squares

cut two 4½" strips
cut into 14 squares

cut two 4½" strips
cut into 12 squares

cut two 4½" strips
cut into 12 squares

Have you discovered ‘Woolies’ yet? 
For the past couple of years they have been my favourite patchwork fabrics. Made from 100% brushed cot-
ton, they look like wool but handle as a top quality cotton fabric. They rotary cut easily, hardly need pinning 
when sewing and iron well. They ‘behave themselves’ with little stretch and those who have tried this range of 
fabrics, rave about them too.
Woolies are ideal for projects that use wool, to give the look without the expense. People do really think that 
they are seeing wool fabric. How about a traditional Welsh quilt made from woolies?
I also love to use them as a quilt backing, especially for lap size ot throw quilts. Children and teenagers like to 
‘wear’ these quilts and snuggle into them.
Come and join my ‘Woolies World’ by sewing this very simple quilt that can be made in a variety of colour-
ways. Ideal for those cold winter evenings!

Fabric requirements
Dark frames and binding - 1.5 metres
Cream frames - .75 metre
Green 1 - .25 metre
Green 2 - .5 metre
Green 3 - .5 metre
Pink 1 - .25 metre
Pink 2 - .5 metre
Pink 3 - .5 metre

In my shop, Quilters Haven, we usually stock nine 
shelves full of ‘woolies’ and you can also see them in 
our online shop.

We are happy to send out long quarter metre 
samples for you to try and you can return any you 
do not wish to use for a full refund minus postage 
charges.



Sewing instructions
1 Stitch two cream rectangles to opposite sides of each pink and green square. Press away from centre square.

       
2 Stitch two dark rectangles on remaining opposite sides of square to completely enclose the coloured 
squares. Press away from the centre.     

      
3 Lay the squares out in the design shown. 

4 Stitch together into nine rows of seven blocks.

5 Stitch rows together into the quilt top. Add a border if required.

6 Layer with backing and wadding. Quilt as desired.  Quilting only needs to be simple in a woolies quilt.
Bind using the dark fabric.
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Some alternate colourways.
Choose your favourite woolies fabrics to make your quilt.


